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INTRODUCTION

The Robot Operating System (ROS) [1] has become the
de facto standard middleware for robotics integration of hard-
ware and software. It allows for rapid adoption of sensors such
as LiDAR and cameras, with common robot platforms and
existing software solutions for high-level robotic features such
as path planning and SLAM (Simultaneous Localisation And
Mapping). The clear benefit of ROS is the ability to easily up-
grade or change components (both hardware and software) to
suit the requirements of the user or robot, with manufacturers
and the wider community providing the necessary support.

The UK nuclear sector has identified the use of robotics as
a vital part of reducing risk and cost for decommissioning of
legacy facilities [2, 3], as well as a preference for commercial-
off-the-shelf (COTS) systems to further decrease cost and
increase technology readiness levels of deployed systems [4].
With the combination of a growing use of robotic systems
in the nuclear sector [5] and the prevalence or even legal
requirement for ROS integration [6], the specific needs of
nuclear sensing must be met by ROS.

Different parts of the ROS system are called nodes, which
share information via messages. ROS messages are of a de-
fined structure which allows for both publishing nodes (send-
ing data) and subscribing nodes (receiving data) to both under-
stand the outbound and inbound data streams. These message
structures are available for most common robotic sensor types
[7], however, there is currently no agreed provision for com-
municating information based on ionising radiation sensing.

To aid in standardisation of ROS messages for nuclear
sensing, therefore promote the use of robotics and adoption of
COTS solutions, a workshop was held to solicit opinions and
comments from the nuclear robotics community, including
researchers, nuclear sector end-users, and instrument manu-
facturers. This work proposes message structures for radiation
detectors based on feedback from participants and precedent
set by the ROS community.

Increased instances of robotic inspection of nuclear envi-
ronments has seen a correlated increase in ROS integrated nu-
clear sensing [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], enabling users to leverage
robot derived data such as SLAM to augment data collection.
Furthermore, it can be integrated with autonomous elements
to allow for more sophisticated sampling strategies [14, 15].
In almost every instance, each message structure used is based
on the specific output of a particular radiation sensor, lim-
iting the potential to change or upgrade a sensor. With the
recent prospect of ROS compatible simulated radiation fields
for development of robotic systems [16], this will likely de-
cide the message structures developers begin to adopt before
deployment into active environments, but therefore dictates
what users will demand of instrument manufacturers rather

than adopting a broad and fairly agreed upon standard.
Previous work to standardise ROS messages for nuclear

instrumentation have been based on existing standards for radi-
ation data [17], however, compared to the findings in this work
they require greater bandwidth, carry sometimes superfluous
information, and are not always applicable to the scenarios
faced by robotics challenges seen by participants. The most
obvious is the need for geolocation data in the message struc-
ture, whereas activities undertaken at nuclear sites can be
GPS-denied either because they are indoors or measurements
are specifically not associated with coordinates for security
reasons. Though this previous work sensibly aligns itself with
an existing standard, and demonstrates concern from the wider
nuclear robotics community, it is at odds with the requirements
of nuclear instrument users and manufacturers. Where mes-
sages must conform to the IEC 63047 standard instruments
can publish multiple message types, this work does not wish
to replace this existing approach but supplement it.

ROS messages are constructed from basic building blocks
of common data types [18]. These include strings, integers,
floats, bool, and arrays of basic types. Furthermore, there
is the "header" structure which contains time and associated
reference frame metadata. Sensor messages include this field
and it is expected that nuclear sensors should also adopt this
approach. Along side practical reasons for designing messages
in a certain manner, the ROS development community, and
maintainers at the Open Robotics Foundation recommend
conventions and best practices through REP documents (ROS
Enhancement Proposal). From these documents, some basic
guidelines were established, and in some instances cast serious
concerns regarding ROS messages for nuclear detection.

The most impacting REP is in relation to units of measure-
ment, REP-0103 [19]. Units and coordinates are standardised
around SI and derived SI units. For radiation measurements,
table I outlines SI derived units for radiation related quantities,
this includes source activity in decays per second, however,
this is usually an inferred metric. All these units can be modi-
fied by other SI units, including time and space, to derive other
commonly expressed quantities such as Gy/s.

Name Symbol Quantity Equivalent Units
becquerel Bq Activity s−1

gray Gy Absorbed dose J·kg−1

sievert Sv Equivalent dose J·kg−1

TABLE I. SI quantities of radiation measurement.

For radiation measurements in industry, the adherence to
SI units is not strictly followed, mostly due to historical or
practical considerations. Units such as Rad or Rem are still in
common use, however, conversion to SI counterparts is trivial.
More nuanced are units of detector interaction events, typically
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expressed as counts. These counts may be integrated across en-
ergy ranges or be specific to an energy interval in spectroscopy.
For simple and sophisticated instruments, counts are still an
important metric, and should be included as a metric of radia-
tion intensity. Therefore counts, becquerels, gray and sievert
should be supported, and their time resolved counterparts.

A difficult challenge with time resolved quantities is the
common practice of reporting dose rates per hour as it is more
practical than SI appropriate per second, despite detectors
most commonly updating at a rate of once per second. The
amount of time humans (or robots) spend in nuclear is nor-
mally considered on the time scales of hours whereas periods
of seconds have little context, hence the prevalence of non-SI
units of time. To conform with SI standards, rates in seconds
should be used to communicate information between ROS
nodes, however, it is trivial to then convert this to more user
friendly units for human-robot interaction.

Though counts are a strictly integer measure, other de-
rived units such as sieverts or rates such as counts/second
will most likely be best expressed as a floating point value.
This flexibility is preferred, therefore values should be com-
municated at floating point values (32 or 64 bit) over integer
values.

Another convention is the naming of topics (how a node
identifies which set of messages to interact with), as common
usage is to name the topic something relevant about the source,
e.g. camera/right/image and camera/left/image, as a means to
easily identify the source and the type of information. This
however is only generally recommended and not officially
codified within a REP document [20]. For this reason, it was
decided not to include additional information in a message
structure to indicate other information about the source. Ad-
ditional information such as serial number, or model can be
stored on the ROS parameter server if necessary.

In general, it is better practice to limit data bandwidth
requirements for robotic systems [21]. This includes messages
communicating radiation information. Smaller, more con-
cise messages are preferred over larger more verbose message
structures, particularly if information is redundant or repeti-
tive and can be more appropriately stored on the parameter
server. This is demonstrated by the JointState message [7],
which has very simple construction of four fields and a header,
whereas the manufacturers of the popular dynamixel motor
series [22] have 51 fields populated per message in addition to
publishing the necessary JointState message. For most users,
this additional information is superfluous, wasting bandwidth
and memory (if recording data).

RESULTS

The workshop was held virtually on 13th August 2020
via Zoom. Of the 50 total participants, 38 were from UK and
international Universities, 9 from industrial users of nuclear
robotics, and 3 from nuclear instrument manufacturers. These
participants represented a broad range of use cases and needs
for robotic systems, from mobile inspection to static waste
sorting and nuclear security.

After a brief introduction into ROS, how messages are
handled, and the issues of integrating nuclear instruments

with ROS, participants were separated into smaller groups to
discuss their experience with nuclear robotics, use of cases
of nuclear detection, and possible designs of ROS messages.
These individual groups then reported on their discussion with
the rest of the participants. Their insights and questions were
recorded, and these key points form part of the design choices
for ROS messages for nuclear instrumentation. A full video
recording of the workshop can be found on YouTube [23].

Beyond this workshop, a Slack workspace was initiated
to enable more free form discussion between experts and gain
feedback on proposed ROS message structures. People were
encouraged to join this discussion workshop, and consisted of
11 members from academia and nuclear sector representatives.

The oral feedback from experts in nuclear sensing, opera-
tions, and robotics, identified key points which directed what
information should be held in a ROS message. Users shared
their frustration due to lack of interoperability between sen-
sors and a lack of ROS support in general from manufacturers.
It is expected that ROS support should mean plug-and-play
instruments and sensors for robotics developers and end-users,
however, they may need to then process data further based on
analysis approaches chosen.

Sensors and instruments should provide the most fun-
damental information elements, but can also provide further
processed information (for example if part of a integrated prod-
uct). The workshop and this documents considers what the
most fundamental information elements could look like. Inclu-
sion of metadata via a header field was accepted as a method
to provide spatiotemporal reference to where and when mea-
surements have been recorded. It was highlighted that other
metadata, such as calibration parameters or collimation can
be useful in post processing, however, as these are likely time-
invariant they can be held on the ROS parameter server or
published when updated on a particular topic, rather than con-
stantly published with every message.

Participants highlighted a clear distinction between spec-
troscopic instruments and non-energy resolved detectors. Elec-
tronic personal dosimeters based on solid state or Geiger
Muller detector designs are the most commonly used instru-
ment type for "simple" dosimetry, whereas inorganic scintil-
lator or solid state detectors are mostly highlighted by partic-
ipants for spectroscopy. This anecdotal evidence appears to
be representative of devices found in literature [24, 25], for
example in the initial response to the events at Fukushima sim-
ple personal dosimeters were used [26], whereas spectroscopy
can be achieved even for aerial vehicle payloads [27].

Messages should distinguish between radiation types
based on the sensitivity or discrimination of a detector. Ra-
diation type has consequences not only for health physics in
dosimetry calculations, but for autonomous activities where
scale length and impact may influence robot responses. For ex-
ample a robot may need to avoid gamma or neutron radiation
sources due to risk of electronic component failure compared
to non-penetrating alpha sources. Furthermore, different sen-
sor technologies are sensitive to different radiation types, and
that may be discriminated into separate species or a sensor sim-
ply reports gross values from multiple radiation types. There
is necessity to declare which radiation types are being reported
but also to declare where there may be ambiguity.
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Finally, there are other useful information types that of-
ten accompany radiation detectors such as threshold alarms,
which should be included along side dose information. Mini-
mum and maximum values are a commonly reported value by
consumer dosimeter units, however, this could be represented
using the same message types but with a different topic name,
e.g. /radiation_sensor_topic/data, /radiation_sensor_topic/min,
/radiation_sensor_topic/max.

As a result of discourse with nuclear sensing and robotics
experts, four different message types are proposed, covering:
counts/dose accumulated over a period of time, count rate or
dose rate over a period of time, alarm/threshold alerts, spectro-
scopic information. These messages may be subject to change,
and are therefore not explicitly described here. Users wishing
to access or implement these ROS messages can retrieve the
latest version from the appropriate GitHub repository [28].

CONCLUSIONS

This work presents proposed message structures to con-
vey ionising radiation information in ROS. These designs were
constructed based on feedback of workshop participants, con-
sisting of 50 researchers, industrial end-users, and instrument
manufacturers. Four message types have been devised, cov-
ering accumulated dose, dose rate, alarms and spectroscopy,
with flexibility to cover all radiation types and common SI
units. A ROS package containing the messages are made
freely available. The message structures form the basis of a
community wide effort to standardise information exchange
between nuclear sensing and other nodes in a robotic platform,
and the community is encouraged to adopt these structures
when integrating current and future instruments for nuclear
inspection. The community is further encouraged to engage in
suggesting improvements and use cases to better suit all users.
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